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Abstract

Domain-specific languages (DSLs) are able to provide intuitive high-level abstractions that are easy to work with while attaining better performance than general-purpose languages. Yet, implementing new DSLs is a burdensome task. As a result, new DSLs are usually embedded in general-purpose languages. While low-level languages like C or C++ often provide better performance as a host than high-level languages like Python, high-level languages are becoming more prevalent in many domains due to their ease and flexibility. Here, we present Codon, a domain-extensible compiler and DSL framework for high-performance DSLs with Python’s syntax and semantics. Codon builds on previous work on ahead-of-time type checking and compilation of Python programs and leverages a novel intermediate representation to easily incorporate domain-specific optimizations and analyses. We showcase and evaluate several compiler extensions and DSLs for Codon targeting various domains, including bioinformatics, secure multi-party computation, block-based data compression and parallel programming, showing that Codon DSLs can provide benefits of familiar high-level languages and achieve performance typically only seen with low-level languages, thus bridging the gap between performance and usability.
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1 Introduction

Domain-specific languages (DSLs) usually come in one of two varieties: embedded or standalone. Embedded DSLs are integrated within a general-purpose host language, whereas standalone DSLs introduce new languages with idiosyncratic syntax and semantics. Both varieties have pros and cons, but embedded DSLs enjoy wider popularity in practice due to ease of implementation and adoption. Consequently, designers of high-performance DSLs face a crucial choice at the onset: which language to embed their DSL in. In the past, the choice was obvious—high performance required embedding in a lower-level, statically analyzable language like C or C++. Since these languages were already commonly used in their respective domains, such DSLs frequently saw seamless adoption with few issues. Further, by virtue of their host languages, embedded DSLs inherited existing language and compiler infrastructure, providing overall end-to-end performance and general-purpose functionality. This approach was taken by many high-performance DSLs like CUDA [41], Halide [46] and Tiramisu [7], which derive from C++—the go-to language at the time for their target audiences.

Nowadays, the decision is no longer so simple. Dynamic languages like Python and Ruby, combined with the widespread availability of relatively high-performance domain-specific libraries [1, 24, 44, 45], have captured a large share of potential DSL users. Thus, building new DSLs on top of lower-level languages can, in fact, become a barrier to widespread adoption and even alienate a large fraction of the potential user base. Nonetheless, building optimized language features on top of dynamic languages like Python or Ruby that do not prioritize performance can be perilous: for that reason, popular high-performance libraries such as TensorFlow [1] or PyTorch [44] primarily use their host languages (e.g., Python) as an interface for interacting with optimized C/C++ libraries that do the heavy lifting. However, developing and debugging libraries in C/C++ is often hard and error-prone. Moreover, some domains make this approach infeasible, particularly when the data comprise billions of small objects directly defined and accessed by the...
DSL, drastically increasing the cost of interfacing with an external library \[52\].

In this paper, we introduce Codon, a novel solution to bring high-performance DSLs to the Python user community by building a flexible development framework on top of an optimized Pythonic base. Codon is a full language and compiler that borrows Python 3’s syntax and (with some limitations) semantics, but compiles to native machine code with low runtime overhead, allowing it to rival C/C++ in performance. To this end, Codon leverages ahead-of-time compilation, specialized bidirectional type checking, and a novel bidirectional intermediate representation (IR) to enable optional domain-specific extensions both in the language’s syntax (front-end) and in compiler optimizations (back-end). These features allow not only new DSLs to be seamlessly built on top of the existing Codon framework but also enable different DSLs to be composed within a single program. Because Codon DSLs are built on top of a Pythonic base, they benefit from advantages specific to embedded DSLs; on the other hand, their ability to extend the syntax and ship custom compiler passes allows them to unlock features typically only accessible to standalone DSLs.

Codon was initially conceived as a limited Pythonic DSL for high-performance scientific computing but eventually evolved into a language that is highly compatible with Python 3—one of the most popular programming languages today \[56\]—in terms of syntax and semantics. As such, it enables programmers to write high-performance code in an intuitive, high-level and familiar manner. While Codon is not a drop-in replacement for Python as it intentionally omits some dynamic features (e.g., dynamic type manipulation and runtime reflection), we note that this dynamism often goes unused in many computing domains (such as scientific computing) and often hinders performance by preventing ahead-of-time compile-time optimizations and introducing unwanted behavior \[6, 16\]. Despite these decisions, Codon circumvents the hurdle of having to learn an entirely new language or ecosystem and still allows for substantial code reuse from existing Python programs. Unlike other performance-oriented Python implementations (such as PyPy \[10\] or Numba \[3\]), Codon is built from the ground up as a standalone system that compiles ahead-of-time to a static executable and is not tied to an existing Python runtime (e.g., CPython or RPython \[4\]) for execution. As a result, Codon can achieve better performance and overcome runtime-specific issues such as the global interpreter lock.

We demonstrate Codon’s utility by showcasing several Codon-based, high-performance DSLs and extensions for various domains, including bioinformatics, secure multi-party computation, data compression, and parallel programming. Each of these extensions leverages Codon’s compiler infrastructure—from the parser to type checker to intermediate representation—to implement a performant DSL or library that allows writing high-level Python code for the target domain which nevertheless achieves superior performance thanks to the various domain-specific optimizations and transformations included under the hood.

Overall, this paper makes the following contributions:

- **Bidirectional IRs.** We propose a new class of IRs called bidirectional IRs, with which compilation does not follow a linear path after parsing but can return to the type checking stage during IR passes to generate new specialized IR nodes. We demonstrate the utility of bidirectional IRs by using them to implement various optimizations and transformations for several domains.
- **Domain-extensible compiler.** We show how to construct a domain-extensible compiler via a plugin system, for which domain-specific extensions can be seamlessly implemented and composed in the context of a high-level, dynamic language (Python).
- **Framework for high-performance, Pythonic DSLs.** We implement and evaluate Codon, a new framework for creating Pythonic DSLs built on top of the previous two contributions. This framework enables the development of DSLs that share Python’s syntax and semantics together with added domain-specific features and IR optimizations. Since Codon DSLs operate independently of the standard Python runtimes, they can achieve a performance comparable to C while being readily usable by anyone with a knowledge of Python.

## 2 Type Checking and Inference

Unlike Python, Codon utilizes static type checking and compiles to LLVM IR that does not use any runtime type information, similar to previous work on end-to-end type checking in the context of dynamic languages such as Python \[4, 50, 52\] and Ruby \[40\]. To that end, Codon ships with a static bidirectional type system, called LTS-DI, that utilizes Hindley-Milner (HM)-style inference to deduce the types in a program without requiring the user to manually annotate types (a practice that is, although supported, not widespread among the Python developers).

Due to the peculiarities of Python’s syntax and common Pythonic idioms, LTS-DI makes adjustments to the standard HM-like inference to support notable Python constructs such as comprehensions, iterators, generators (both sending and receiving), complex function manipulation, variable arguments, static type checks (e.g., isinstance calls), and more. To handle these constructs and many others, LTS-DI relies on (1) monomorphization (instantiating a separate version of a function for each combination of input arguments), (2) localization (treating each function as an isolated type checking unit), and (3) delayed instantiation (function instantiations are delayed until all function parameters become known). Many Python constructs also necessitate compile-time expressions (akin to C++’s constexpr expressions), which Codon supports. More details about LTS-DI are available in Appendix A.
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Despite this simplicity, CIR maintains most of the source’s semantic information and facilitates “progressive lowering,” enabling optimization at multiple levels of abstraction similar to other IRs [35, 59]. Optimizations that are more convenient at a given level of abstraction are able to proceed before further lowering.

3.1 High-Level Design

CIR is a value-based IR inspired in part by LLVM IR [34]. As in LLVM, we employ a structure similar to single static assignment (SSA) form, making a distinction between values, which are assigned at one location, and variables, which are conceptually similar to memory locations and can be modified repeatedly. To mirror the source’s structure, values can be nested into arbitrarily-large trees. Keeping this SSA-like tree structure enables easy lowering at the Codon IR level. For example, this structure enables CIR to be lowered to a control flow graph easily. Unlike LLVM, however, CIR initially represents control flow using explicit nodes called flows, allowing for a close structural correspondence with the source code. Explicitly representing the control flow hierarchy is similar to the approaches taken by Suif [59] and Taichi [26]. Importantly, this makes optimizations and transformations that depend on precise notions of control flow much easier to implement. A simple example is a for flow that keeps explicit loops in CIR and allows Codon to easily recognize patterns such as the common for x in range(y) loop instead of having to decipher a maze of branches, as is done in lower-level IRs like LLVM IR. An example of source code mapping to CIR is shown in Figure 2.

3.2 Operators

CIR does not represent operators like + explicitly but instead converts them to corresponding function calls (also known as “magic methods” in the Python world). For example, the + operator resolves to an __add__ call (Figure 2). This enables seamless operator overloading for arbitrary types via magic methods, the semantics of which are identical to Python’s.

A natural question that arises from this approach is how to implement operators for primitive types like int and float. Codon solves this by allowing inline LLVM IR via the @llvm function annotation, which enables all primitive operators to be written in Codon source code. Information about operator properties like commutativity and associativity can be passed as annotations in the IR.

3.3 Bidirectional IRs

Traditional compilation pipelines are linear in their data flow: source code is parsed into an AST, usually converted to an IR, optimized, and finally converted to machine code. With Codon, we introduce the concept of a bidirectional IR, wherein IR passes are able to return to Codon’s type checking stage to generate new IR nodes and specializations.

Figure 1. Codon’s compilation pipeline. Compilation proceeds at first in a linear fashion, where source code is parsed into an abstract syntax tree (AST), on which type checking is performed to generate an intermediate representation (IR). Unlike other compilation frameworks, however, Codon’s is bidirectional, and IR optimizations can return to the type checking stage to generate new IR nodes and specializations not found in the original program, which is required for several key optimizations we present in this work. The framework is “domain-extensible”, and a “DSL plugin” consists of library modules, syntax, and domain-specific optimizations.

While these methods are not uncommon in practice (e.g., monomorphization is used by C++’s templates, while delayed instantiation has been used in the HMF type system [36]), we are not aware of their joint use in the context of type checking Python programs. Finally, note that Codon’s type system in its current implementation is completely static and does not perform any runtime type deduction; as a result, some Python features, such as runtime polymorphism or runtime reflection, are not currently supported. In the context of scientific computing, we have found that dropping these features represents a reasonable compromise between utility and performance.

3 Intermediate Representation

Many languages compile in a relatively direct fashion: source code is parsed into an abstract syntax tree (AST), optimized, and converted into machine code, typically with the help of a compiler framework such as LLVM [34]. Although this approach is comparatively easy to implement, ASTs often contain many more node types than necessary to represent a given program. This complexity can make implementing optimizations, transformations, and analyses difficult or even impractical. An alternate approach involves converting the AST into an intermediate representation (IR) prior to performing optimization passes. IRs typically contain a substantially reduced set of nodes with well-defined semantics, making them much more conducive to transformations and optimizations.
not present in the source program. Among the benefits of a bidirectional IR are:

- **Large portions of complex IR transformations can be implemented directly in Codon.** For example, the prefetch optimization mentioned in Section 4.3 involves a generic dynamic coroutine scheduler that is impractical to implement purely in Codon IR.
- **New instantiations of user-defined data types can be generated on demand.** For example, an optimization that requires the use of Codon/Python dictionaries can instantiate the Dict type for the appropriate key and value types. Instantiating types or functions is a non-trivial process that requires a full re-invocation of the type checker due to cascading realizations, specializations, and so on.
- **The IR can take full advantage of Codon’s high-level type system.** By the same token, IR passes can themselves be generic, using Codon’s expressive type system to operate on a variety of types.

While CIR’s type system is very similar to Codon’s, CIR types are fully realized and have no associated generics (unlike Codon/AST types). However, every CIR type carries a reference to the AST types used to generate it, along with any AST generic type parameters. These associated AST types are used when re-invoking the type checker and allow CIR types to be queried for their underlying generics, even though generics are not present in the CIR type system (e.g. it is straightforward to obtain the type T from a given CIR type representing List[T], and even use it to realize new types or functions). Note that CIR types correspond to high-level Codon types; LLVM IR types are more low-level and do not map back directly to Codon types.

The ability to instantiate new types during CIR passes is, in fact, critical to many CIR operations. For example, creating a tuple (x, y) from given CIR values x and y requires instantiating a new tuple type Tuple[X,Y] (where the uppercase identifiers indicate types), which in turn requires instantiating new tuple operators for equality and inequality checking, iteration, hashing and so on. Calling back to the type checker makes this a seamless process, however.

We demonstrate the power of bidirectional IRs by implementing several real-world domain-specific optimizations in Section 4, each of which relies on the bidirectional IR features listed above.

### 3.4 Passes and Transformations

CIR provides a comprehensive analysis and transformation infrastructure: users write passes using various CIR built-in utility classes and register them with a PassManager, which is responsible for scheduling execution and ensuring that any required analyses are present. In Figure 13, we show a simple addition constant folding optimization that utilizes the OperatorPass helper, a utility pass that visits each node

![Figure 2. Example of Codon source mapping for a simple Fibonacci function into CIR. The function fib maps to a CIR Bodydef with a single integer argument. The body contains an IfFlow that either returns a constant or recursively calls the function to obtain the result. Notice that operators like + are converted to function calls (e.g., __add__), but that the IR otherwise mirrors the original source code in its structure, allowing easy pattern matching and transformations.](image-url)
which takes foo (including -O3) 1

The simple pass, shown in the bottom box, searches for calls to elide coroutine overhead in nearly all real-world cases.) In particular, the Boehm garbage collector [9]—a drop-in replacement for malloc—is used to manage allocated memory, and OpenMP for handling parallelism. Codon offers two compilation modes: debug and release. Debug mode includes full debugging information, allowing Codon programs to be debugged with tools like GDB and LLDB, and also includes full backtrace information with file names and line numbers. Release mode performs a greater number of optimizations (including -O3 optimizations from GCC/Clang) and omits some safety and debug information. Users can therefore use the debug mode for quick programming and debugging cycle and the release mode for high-performance deployment.

3.6 Extensibility

Due to the framework’s flexibility and bidirectional IR, as well as the overall expressiveness of Python’s syntax, a large fraction of the DSL implementation effort can be deferred to the Codon source. Indeed, as shown in Section 4, Codon applications typically implement large fractions of their domain-specific components in the source itself. This has the benefit of making Codon DSLs intrinsically interoperable—so long as their standard libraries compile, disparate DSLs can be used together seamlessly. Along these lines, we propose a modular approach for incorporating new IR passes and syntax, which can be packaged as dynamic libraries and Codon source files. At compile time, the Codon compiler can load the plugin, registering the DSL’s elements.

Some frameworks, such as MLIR [35], allow customization for all facets of the IR. Codon IR, on the other hand, restrict customization of the IR to a few types of nodes, and relies on bidirectionality for further flexibility. In particular, CIR allows users to derive from “custom” types, flows, constants, and instructions, which interact with the rest of the framework through a declarative interface. For example, custom nodes derive from the appropriate custom base class (CustomType, CustomFlow, etc.) and expose a “builder” to construct the corresponding LLVM IR (see Appendix A a brief example which implements a 32-bit float type). Notice that implementing custom types (and custom nodes in general) involves defining a Builder that specifies LLVM IR generation via virtual methods (e.g. buildType and buildDebugType); the custom type class itself defines a method getBuilder to obtain an instance of this builder. This standardization of nodes enables DSL constructs to work seamlessly with existing passes and analyses.

4 Applications

4.1 Microbenchmark Performance

Given Codon’s roots in Python, it can substantially accelerate many standard Python programs out of the box thanks to AOT compilation. Codon IR makes it easy to optimize several patterns commonly found in Python code, such as dictionary updates (that can be optimized to use a single lookup instead of two; Figure 4), or consecutive string additions (that can be folded into a single join to reduce allocation overhead).

Here we provide a few benchmarks that show the extent of Codon’s performance improvements.

Figure 5 shows Codon’s runtime performance, as well as that of CPython (v3.10) and PyPy (v7.3), on the pybenchmark source files. At compile time, the Codon compiler can load the plugin, registering the DSL’s elements.
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or DocUtils. Codon is always faster, sometimes by orders of magnitude when compared to CPython and PyPy. For some benchmarks, we also provided corresponding C++ implementations and observed that Codon provides similar—if not improved—performance. More information about these benchmarks is given in Appendix B; prior work that uses Codon ([52]) contains more extensive performance measurements on a broader set of benchmarks, not only against CPython and PyPy, but also against other Python implementations such as Nuitka [25] and Shed Skin [21]. As those results follow the exact same trends as reported here, we omit them for brevity.

While microbenchmarks are a decent proxy for performance, they are not without drawbacks and often do not tell the whole story. For that reason, the rest of this section focuses on the practical, real-world applications and DSLs that utilize Codon to enable users to write simple Python code for various domains, and yet deliver high performance on real applications and datasets. Note that these DSLs can be embedded directly within an existing Python codebase with the appropriate decorator provided by Codon.

### 4.2 OpenMP: task- and loop-parallelism

Because Codon is built from the ground up independently of the existing Python runtimes, it does not suffer from CPython’s infamous global interpreter lock and can therefore take full advantage of multi-threading. To support parallel programming, we implemented a Codon extension that allows end-users to use OpenMP within Codon itself. An example OpenMP program in C++ and Codon is shown in Figure 6, exhibiting Codon’s ability to extend the syntax of the base Python language and its ability to implement complex transformations needed to interface with OpenMP.

OpenMP predominately leverages outlining to parallelize code—in general, a parallel loop’s body is outlined into a new function, which is then called by multiple threads by the OpenMP runtime. For example, the body of the loop from Figure 6 would be outlined to a function f that takes as parameters the variables a, b, c and the loop variable i. Then, a call to f would be inserted into a new function g that invokes OpenMP’s dynamic loop scheduling routines for a chunk size of 10. Finally, g would be called by all threads in the team via OpenMP’s fork_call function. The result is shown in the right snippet of Figure 6 (note that for simplicity, this code omits a few details like the loop schedule code and thread or location identifiers). Our passes also take special care to handle private variables (e.g., local to the outlined function), as well as shared ones (details omitted for brevity). Reductions over variables also require additional code generation for atomic operations (or the use of locks), as well as an additional layer of OpenMP API calls.

The bidirectional compilation is a critical component of Codon’s OpenMP pass. The various loop “templates” (e.g., dynamic loop scheduling routines in the example above, or static and task-based loop routines) are implemented in high-level Codon source code. Following the code analysis, the reduction pass copies and specializes these “templates” by filling in the loop body, chunk size and schedule, rewriting expressions that rely on shared variables, and more. This design tremendously simplifies the pass implementation and adds a degree of generality (e.g., it is easy to implement new templates and strategies directly in Codon for new types of loops without having to redesign the pass itself). Unlike Clang or GCC, Codon’s OpenMP pass deduces which variables are shared, which are private, as well as any reductions taking place (e.g. a += i within the loop body would generate code for a +-reduction on a). Custom reductions can be implemented simply by providing an appropriate atomic magic method (e.g. __atomic_c_add__) on the reduction type. Codon also employs several lowering passes that lower certain for-loops that iterate over a generator (the default behaviour of Python loops) to “imperative loops”—C-style loops with a start, stop, and step values. For example, for i in range(N) will be lowered to an imperative loop with start index 0, stop index N, and step 1; iterations over lists will also be lowered to imperative loops. Imperative loops are, in turn, converted into OpenMP parallel loops if the @par tag is present. Non-imperative parallel loops are parallelized by spawning a new OpenMP task for each loop iteration and placing a synchronization point after the loop. This scheme allows all Python for-loops to be parallelized.

OpenMP transformations are implemented as a set of CIR passes that match the for loops marked by the @par attribute (a syntactic extension provided by the Codon parser) and transform such loops into the appropriate OpenMP construct within CIR. Nearly all OpenMP constructs were implemented as higher-order functions in Codon itself.

### 4.3 Seq: a DSL for Bioinformatics

Seq [52] is a complete DSL for bioinformatics and computational genomics and the original motivation for Codon itself. On top of standard Python, Seq adds new data types for “sequences” (DNA strings comprised of ACCT characters).
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Python’s runtime (either CPython or RPython [4]) is detri-
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Many genomics applications can be conceptualized as a se-
ries of stages through which data is passed. To that end, Seq
uses Codon’s "pipeline" syntax—added on top of Python’s base
syntax and denoted with the | > operator—to concisely
express many genomics operations. For example, the pipeline
shown at the bottom of Figure 7 reads sequences from a
FASTQ file (standard format for storing sequencing data),
partitions each into length-$k$ subsequences, and process each
subsequence using the search function, the output of which
is passed to some function process. Pipeline stages can be
plain functions, in which case the function is simply applied
to the whole input to produce the output; stages can also be
generators, in which case all values produced by the genera-
tor are lazily passed to the rest of the pipeline. Additionally,
the "parallel" pipe operator | | > indicates that all subsequent
stages can be executed in parallel.

Since pipelines are a central component of Seq, and the
way in which the main loop of most applications is expressed,
Seq implements several optimizations on them through Codon
IR passes. One example pertains to expensive genomic index
queries: the search function in Figure 7 queries a sequence in
an FM-index data structure, which entails repeatedly updating
an FM-index interval by randomly accessing an auxiliary
array, incurring numerous cache misses (note that genomic
indices are often very large exceeding tens of gigabytes or
more). The @prefetch annotation instructs the compiler
to perform pipeline optimizations to overlap the function’s
cache misses with other useful work by converting search
to a coroutine that issues a software prefetch and yields
just before the expensive memory access, in conjunction
with a dynamic scheduler of coroutines, written in Codon
itself (Appendix Figure 11), that manages several instances
and dynamically switches between them as appropriate.
The prefetch optimization is implemented as a Codon IR pass in
roughly 100 lines of code. The two necessary transforma-
tions for this optimization are (1) converting the annotated
function to a coroutine and (2) inserting the dynamic sched-
uler in the pipeline. The scheduler is implemented in Codon
as a generic function and appropriately instantiated during
the IR pass by re-invoking the bidirectional type checker.

Figure 5. Comparison of Python (CPython 3), PyPy, Codon and C++ (where applicable) on several benchmarks from Python’s benchmark suite (pyperformance). The y-axis shows the speedup (in times) over the CPython implementation.
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Figure 6. OpenMP program in C++ and in Codon. The result of applying Codon’s OpenMP pass and lowering the parallel loop is given in the bottom snippet.

```c
// C++
#pragma omp parallel for schedule(dynamic, 10) num_threads(8)
for (int i = 0; i < N; i++)
    c[i] = a[i] + b[i]

# Codon
@par(schedule='dynamic', chunk_size=10, num_threads=8)
for i in range(N):
    c[i] = a[i] + b[i]
```

```python
import openmp as omp

def f(a, b, c, i):
    c[i] = a[i] + b[i]

def g(loop, a, b, c):
    omp._dynamic_init(loop=loop, chunk=10)
    for i in loop:
        c[i] = a[i] + b[i]

    more = True:
    while True:
        more:
            subloop = omp._dynamic_next(loop)
            if not more: break
            for i in subloop:
                f(a, b, c, i)

    omp._push_num_threads(8)
    omp._fork_call(g, range(N), a, b, c)
```

Figure 7. Example of a prefetch optimization on a FM-
index, together with performance results—with and without
@prefetch annotation—for various $k$. More experiments are available in Appendix B.
To illustrate the effect of this optimization, Figure 7 shows the runtime of the FM-index query code with and without the @prefetch annotation, for various subsequence lengths (k in the code). For shorter sequences, less of the FM-index is accessed, so cache misses are less likely (note that querying an FM-index is conceptually equivalent to walking down a tree—in this case, the “head” of the tree is cache-resident). For longer sequences, more cache misses are incurred, leading to a substantial improvement with the prefetch optimization, up to about 2\times in this example. Note that even the version that does not use prefetch optimization already equals C implementation of FM-index used in other tools [52], showing that even “raw” Codon can be used for high-performance tasks before being augmented by large-scale complex code transformations that can enable surpassing even the state-of-the-art C/C++ implementations without necessitating major code refactoring. The details are available in Appendix B; the real-world demonstration of prefetch, as well as other bioinformatics-specific Codon IR passes, is available in [53]. For example, the Seq version of BWA MEM [39] sequence alignment tool was 2\times faster than the highly optimized C version and up to 4\times shorter.

4.4 Sequre: a DSL for Multi-Party Computation

Secure multi-party computation (MPC) [19] is a strategy for securely performing computations over multiple computing parties in a distributed manner on shared data without actually revealing the data itself to the parties. To satisfy the security guarantees, MPC relies on specialized algebraic operations and, as such, requires a complete re-implementation of all core operations (arithmetic, matrix manipulation, communication primitives, etc.) in a secure and distributed manner. Under such guarantees, common arithmetic operations (such as multiplication) are significantly slower (more than 100\times on average [47]) compared to their standard non-secure counterparts. A naïve library implementation of MPC protocols (e.g., through operator overloading [51]) considers each operation independently and thus misses on efficient compile-time optimization opportunities such as secure loop unrolling or network-latency-based prefetching [31]. For that reason, the existing MPC applications require careful bookkeeping and manual optimizations to achieve satisfactory performance [18] and do not generalize well beyond their original use-case.

We used Codon to implement a high-level DSL—called Sequre [55]—for rapid development of secure MPC pipelines. The implementation of standard MPC primitives and secure core operations is done in Codon itself. Codon IR and its bidirectionality is used to implement residue caching and polynomial scaffolding optimizations [18] in an automatic fashion at the compile time as follows.

Sequre initially transforms all arithmetic operators to their secure multiparty counterparts. While doing so, it rearranges the expressions into the shapes suitable for MPC-friendly order of execution (an order that might not be optimal in a non-secure environment). For example, in the polynomial scaffolding pass, a series of arithmetic expressions are reshaped into a generalized polynomial form and then relayed to an efficient secure polynomial evaluator that minimizes the network communication between the MPC parties (Figure 8). To that end, Codon IR is used to detect such expressions and rearrange them into an MPC-optimal shape, while the secure polynomial evaluator is implemented in Codon itself. Sequre thus allows end-users to write the idiomatic Python code without worrying about MPC specifics to implement performant protocols that automatically minimize the network utilization of the essential arithmetic operations.

Residue caching is another MPC-specific optimization that Sequre implements. Each secure multiplication requires the operands to be transformed into randomized tuples—multiplicative residues commonly known as Beaver partitions [18]—before computing the final product. These residues can be cached and reused for subsequent multiplications because obtaining them requires communication between the computing parties and is thus expensive. Furthermore, some operations can reuse the existing operand residues to cheaply construct the final residue (e.g., the residue of a sum can be obtained by simply adding summand residues). Unfortunately, computing, propagating, and reusing of the residues are in almost all cases done manually, unavoidably resulting in complex implementations that are hard to understand and review and even harder to extend. We used Codon IR to automate residue caching by analyzing the binary expression tree of the expressions and labelling variables reused either directly or through propagation for residue caching.

Together with the efficient MPC primitive library implemented in Codon itself, residue caching and polynomial scaffolding significantly reduced the network communication between the computing parties. In the example shown in Figure 8, Sequre exchanges 3,680 bytes over the network without the two IR transformations enabled. Enabling the transformations decreases this amount up to 10\times (256 bytes for residue optimization and 224 bytes for polynomial optimization). Finally, we note that additional optimizations (e.g., using an MPC-specific modulo operator that is inserted by the Codon IR where needed) allowed us to produce high-level Sequre code for genome-wide association studies, achieving up to 4\times speed-ups with 7\times reductions in code size over the existing C++ state-of-the-art [18, 55]. In concrete terms, a high-level Python implementation of GWAS protocol that can be easily reviewed for security takes 20 days to complete as compared to the optimized 80-day long C++ pipeline.

Both Seq and Sequre are Codon plugins that contain a library of core primitives written in Codon, and a set of CIR and LLVM passes that operate within the functions marked with plugin-specific attributes (e.g., prefetch or secure).
4.5 CoLa: a DSL for Block-Based Compression

CoLa\(^4\) is a Codon-based DSL targeting block-based data compression, which forms the core of many common image and video compression algorithms in use today. These types of compression rely heavily on partitioning regions of pixels into a series of smaller and smaller blocks, forming a multi-dimensional data hierarchy where each block needs to know its location relative to the other blocks. For example, one stage of H.264 video compression partitions an input frame of pixels into a series of 16x16 blocks of pixels, partitions each of those into 8x8 blocks of pixels, and then partitions those into 4x4 blocks of pixels. Tracking the locations between these individual blocks of pixels requires significant bookkeeping information, which quickly obscures the underlying algorithms in existing implementations.

CoLa introduces the Hierarchical Multi-Dimensional Array (HMDA) abstraction, which simplifies the representation and use of hierarchical data. HMDAs represent multi-dimensional arrays with a notion of location, which tracks the origin of any given HMDA relative to some global coordinate system. HMDAs also track their dimensions and strides. With these three pieces of data, any HMDA can determine its location relative to any other HMDA at any point in the program. CoLa implements the HMDA abstraction in Codon as a library centered around two new data types: the block and view. Blocks create and own an underlying multi-dimensional array, while views point to a particular region of a block. CoLa exposes two main hierarchy-construction operations, location copy and partition, which create blocks and views, respectively. CoLa supports standard indexing with integer and slice indices but also introduces two unique indexing schemes, which model how compression standards describe data access. “Out-of-bounds” indexing allows users to access data that surrounds a view, and “colocation” indexing lets users index an HMDA with another HMDA.

CoLa is implemented as a Codon plugin, and as such, ships with a library of compression primitives written in Codon itself and a set of CIR and LLVM passes that operate on hierarchical data structures defined by CoLa and optimize their creation and access routines. CoLa also uses Codon to provide custom data structure access syntax and operators that simplify common indexing and reduction operations.

While the combination of Codon’s Pythonic features and CoLa’s abstractions provides users the benefits of a high-level language and compression-specific abstractions, the HMDA abstraction incurs significant run-time overhead due to the extra indexing operations required. For compression, many HMDA accesses occur at the innermost levels of computation, so any extra computations on top of accessing the raw array prove detrimental to run-time. CoLa utilizes Codon’s IR and pass framework to implement hierarchy collapsing and location propagation passes. Hierarchy collapsing reduces the number of intermediate views created, and location propagation attempts to infer the location of any given HMDA. Together, these passes decrease the overall size of the hierarchy and simplify the actual indexing computations. Without these optimizations, CoLa runs 48.8x, 6.7x, and 20.5x slower on average compared to reference C codes for JPEG [27], JPEG lossless [49], and H.264 [28], respectively. With the optimizations, performance reaches parity, with average run-times of 1.06x, 0.67x, and 0.91x relative to the same reference codes.

CoLa is implemented as a Codon plugin, and as such, ships with a library of compression primitives written in Codon itself and a set of CIR and LLVM passes that operate on hierarchical data structures defined by CoLa and optimize their creation and access routines. CoLa also uses Codon to provide custom data structure access syntax and operators that simplify common indexing and reduction operations.

5 Related Work

Many frameworks for implementing DSLs rely on embedding into another language and extending its features through metaprogramming techniques. Delite framework [12] utilizes Scala’s rich operator overloading support to implement custom syntax, represents applications as valid Scala code, and constructs an intermediate representation at runtime; DSL optimizations can manipulate its IR through “rewrite rules” and “traversals” before final compilation. BuildIt [11]
uses C++ for code generation. AnyDSL [38] takes a similar approach of embedding in a new language called Impala. Other approaches include Racket-based Sham [58] that embed in dynamic languages and emit IR, and extensible compilers such as ableC [29] that allows extending C with new syntactic and semantic constructs, and JastAdd [22] that does the same with Java. Some languages, such as Julia [13], also use static compilation and elaborate type systems and allow end-users to extend the core language through macros in limited fashion. While these frameworks allow customizable DSL customization, they are constrained by their parent languages in terms of syntax familiarity (e.g., unfamiliar or uncommon syntax) and typing flexibility (e.g., being limited by the host language typing system). By contrast, Codon attempts to build performant DSLs with the ahead-of-time compilation on top of an existing, widely-used dynamic language, which comes with its own unique challenges that are not directly addressed by prior work.

Codon is modelled upon the Seq language [52], a DSL for bioinformatics itself inspired by various other DSLs [2, 8, 15, 17, 32, 33, 46, 61]. Seq was originally designed as a Pythonic DSL with many advantages such as ease of adoption, excellent performance, and expressiveness. However, it did not support many common Python language constructs due to rigid typing rules, nor did it offer a mechanism to easily implement new compiler optimizations. By applying a bidirectional IR and improved type checker, Codon builds substantially on Seq’s foundation and offers a general solution to these issues. In particular, Codon covers a much larger portion of Python’s features, and provides a framework for implementing domain-specific optimizations. Furthermore, Codon offers a flexible type system that better handles various Pythonic idioms. Similar work on type systems for Pythonic codebases includes RPython [4] and the related PyPy [10], linters such as Pyright/Pylance, Mypy [37] and Pytype, and static type systems such as Starkiller [50] and others [14]. Many of these ideas have also been applied in the context of other dynamic languages, such as InferDL [30], Hummingbird [48] and PRuby [23] (Ruby) and TypeScript. Finally, we note that the back-and-forth approach used by Codon’s bidirectional IR shares similarities with the previous work on pluggable type systems [20] (an example of such approach is Checker framework [43] for Java).

While the Codon Intermediate Representation is not the first customizable IR, it differs from frameworks like MLIR [35] in its approach. Rather than supporting customization of everything, Codon’s IR opts for a simple, clearly-defined customizations that can be combined with bidirectionality for more complex features. In terms of structure, CIR takes inspiration from LLVM [34] and Rust’s IRs [57]. These IRs benefit from a vastly simplified node set and structure, which in turn simplifies the implementation of IR passes. Structurally, however, these representations are too low-level to effectively express Pythonic optimizations. In particular, they radically restructure the source code, eliminating semantic information that must be reconstructed to perform transformations. To address this shortcoming, many IRs like Taichi [26] and Suif [59] adopt hierarchical structures that maintain control flow and semantic information, albeit at the cost of increased complexity. Unlike Codon’s, however, these IRs are largely disconnected from their languages’ front-ends, making maintaining type correctness and generating new code impractical or even impossible. Therefore, CIR takes the best of these approaches by utilizing a simplified hierarchical structure, maintaining both the source’s control flow nodes and a radically decreased subset of internal nodes. Importantly, it augments this structure with bidirectionality, making new IR easy to generate and manipulate.

6 Conclusion
We have introduced Codon, a domain-configurable framework for designing and rapidly implementing Pythonic DSLs. By applying a specialized type checking algorithm and novel bidirectional IR, Codon enables easy optimization of dynamic code in a variety of domains. Codon DSLs achieve considerable performance benefits over Python and can match C/C++ performance without compromising high-level simplicity. We note that Codon is already being used commercially in quantitative finance and bioinformatics.

Currently, there are several Python features that Codon does not support. They mainly consist of runtime polymorphism, runtime reflection and type manipulation (e.g., dynamic method table modification, dynamic addition of class members, metaclasses, and class decorators). There are also gaps in the standard Python library coverage. While Codon ships with Python interoperability as a workaround to some of these limitations, future work is planned to expand the amount of Pythonic code immediately compatible with the framework by adding features such as runtime polymorphism and by implementing better interoperability with the existing Python libraries. Finally, we plan to increase the standard library coverage, as well as extend syntax configurability for custom DSLs.
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Appendix

A  A short overview of LTS-DI

The LTS-DI (Localized Type System with Delayed Instantiation) type checking algorithm operates on a localized block (or list) of statements that, in practice, represents either a function body or the top-level code. The crux of LTS-DI’s typing algorithm consists of a loop that continually runs the type checking procedure on expressions whose types are still not completely known until either all types become known or no changes can be made (the latter case implies a type checking error, often due to a lack of type annotations). Multiple iterations are necessary because types of later expressions are often dependent on the types of earlier expressions within a block, due to dynamic instantiation (e.g. x = [1]; z = type(x); x.append(1); z()).

Type checking of literals is straightforward, as the type of a literal is given by the literal itself (e.g. 42 is an int, 3.14 is a float, etc.). Almost all other expressions—binary operations, member functions, constructors, index operations, and so on—are transformed into a call expression that invokes a suitable magic method (e.g. a + b becomes a.__add__(b)). Each call expression is type checked only if all of its arguments are known in advance and fully realized. Once they are realized, the algorithm recursively type checks the body of the function with the given input type argument types and caches the result for later uses.

Call expression type checking will also attempt to apply expression transformations if an argument type does not match the method signature, an example of which is unwrapping Optional arguments. Finally, references to other functions are passed not as realized functions themselves (as we often cannot know the exact realization at the time of calling), but instead as temporary named function types (or partial function types, if needed) that point to the passed function. This temporary type is considered to be “realized” in order to satisfy LTS-DI’s requirements.

Below, we provide a semi-formal characterization of the algorithm and highlight its differences from the standard Hindley-Milner type checking algorithm.

Notations and definitions

Before proceeding, we will introduce the following notations and definitions:

- Each function $F$ is defined to be a list of statements coupled with argument types $F_{arg}^1, \ldots, F_{arg}^n$ and a return type $F_{ret}$.
- Each statement is defined to be a set of expressions $e_1, \ldots, e_m$. Each expression $e$ has a type $e_{type}$—the goal of type checking is to ascertain these types.
- All types are either realized (meaning they are known definitively) or unrealized (meaning they are partially or completely unknown). For example, int is a realized type, List[T] is only partially realized as T is a generic type, and T itself is completely unrealized. Let Realized(t) denote whether type t is fully realized.
- Some expressions are returned from a function and thus used to infer the function’s return type. Let Returned(e) denote whether expression e is returned.
- Let UnrealizedType() return a new, unrealized type instance.
- Unification is the process by which two types are forced to be equivalent. If both types are realized, both must refer to the same concrete type, or a type checking error will occur. Partially realized types are recursively unified; for example, unifying List[T] and List[float] results in the generic type T being realized as float. Let Unify(t, t) denote this operation for types t, and t.
- Define an expression transformation to be a function $\xi : E \mapsto E$ that converts one expression into another, where $E$ is the set of expressions. LTS-DI employs a set of expression transformations $X$ to handle various aspects.

The algorithm

The LTS-DI algorithm is primarily based on two subroutines that recursively call one another. Firstly, LTSDI(F) (Algorithm 1) takes a function $F$ and assigns realized types to each expression contained within or reports an error if unable to do so. This procedure continually iterates over the contained expressions, attempting to type check each that has an unrealized type. If no expression types are modified during a given iteration, an error is reported. Otherwise, if all expression types are realized, the procedure terminates.

Secondly, TypeCheck(e) performs type checking for the individual expression e. Since this process predominantly entails type checking call expressions, Algorithm 2 outlines the algorithm specifically for such expressions. Each argument is first recursively type checked, after which the types of the argument expressions are unified with the function’s argument types. If unification fails, expression transformations are applied in an effort to reach a successful unification; if none is encountered, an error is reported. In the end, if all argument expression types are realized, the function body is recursively type checked by again invoking LTSDI.

Special cases

Optional values. In Python, all objects are treated as references, and there is no formal distinction between optional and non-optional references. As LTS-DI supports by-value passing and thus makes a distinction between optional and non-optional types, it automatically promotes certain types in a program to Optional as needed in order to accommodate Python’s None construct. It also automatically coerces non-options and options when needed to maximize the compatibility with Python.
Functions. Codon supports partial function application and manipulation through Python’s `functools.partial` construct or via a new internal ellipsis construct (e.g. `f(42, ...)` is a partial function application with the first argument specified). Each partial function is typed as a named tuple of known arguments, where the names correspond to the original function’s names. Unlike in ML-like languages, LTS-DI allows functions and partial functions to be generic and thus instantiated multiple times differently. LTS-DI also automatically “partializes” functions that are passed as an argument or returned as a function value and thus allows passing and returning generic functions that can be instantiated multiple times (e.g. lambdas). By doing so, the system is able to support decorators that rely on generic function passing and returning. This approach also results in a somewhat higher number of types and instantiations than a Standard ML-like approach; however, duplicate instantiations are merged later in the compilation pipeline by an LLVM pass and thereby have no effect on code size.

Finally, we note that Codon allows users to overload methods either through using static expression and `isinstance` checks (as commonly done in Python) or through overloaded methods with `@overload` decorator (syntactic sugar for manual `isinstance` conditionals).

Miscellaneous considerations. In order to match the behaviour of Python, Codon processes import statements at runtime. This is done by wrapping each import in a function that is called only once by the first statement that reaches it. Codon’s LTS-DI also unwraps iterables when needed and casts int to float when needed.

Codon also supports Python interoperability and can handle objects managed by the Python runtime via its `pyobj` interface. Such objects are automatically wrapped and unwrapped by LTS-DI, depending on the circumstances, in a similar fashion to `Optional[T]`. As a result, all existing Python modules and libraries (NumPy, SciPy, etc.) can be used within Codon.
B Additional Benchmarks

Microbenchmarks

Pyperformance benchmarks were done on an arm64 (Apple M1 Max) machine with 64 GB of RAM running macOS 12.5.1, and on x86-64 (64-core Intel Xeon Gold 5218) machine with 754 GB of RAM running CentOS 7. We ran CPython 3.10.8, 3.8.2, PyPy 7.3.9, Clang 13.0.1 and Codon 0.15.

The following table contains the runtimes pyperformance microbenchmarks on arm64/macOS. The same trends were observed in Linux/x86-64 environment as well.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>macOS</th>
<th>Time (m:s)</th>
<th>Mem. (GB)</th>
<th>Seq imprv.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BWA (C)</td>
<td>1:19</td>
<td><strong>0.4</strong>*</td>
<td>2.3×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rust-Bio (Rust)</td>
<td>4:17</td>
<td>61.1</td>
<td>7.6×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SeqAn (C++)</td>
<td>4:53</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>8.6×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seq</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>7.3</td>
<td>1.5×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seq (prefetch)</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>7.3</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Performance in SMEM finding from using the Seq language and compiler on a macOS system. The Seq version achieves nearly a 2× speed improvement over BWA MEM, and roughly a 6–9× improvement over high-performance genomics libraries Rust-Bio and SeqAn. The reported timings represent the time needed for each tool to find SMEMs in a set of FASTQ reads. Seq, Rust and SeqAn FM-index implementations are not compressed, and as such use more RAM than BWA’s compressed implementation (marked with *). See [53] for more details.

Note that we were able to trivially add OpenMP parallelism to Codon implementations of primes and fannkuch benchmarks, resulting in 12× and 4× runtime improvements, respectively.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Seq benchmarks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>macOS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BWA (C)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rust-Bio (Rust)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SeqAn (C++)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seq</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seq (prefetch)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Seq runtime compared to C++ as compiled with Clang and GCC (seconds) when querying large genomic indices generated by SNAP [60] and SGA [54]. The difference between the without-prefetch and with-prefetch Seq programs is just a single prefetch statement. See [52] for more details.
C Additional Figures

**Figure 9.** 32-bit float CustomType

```cpp
class Builder { public:
    TypeBuilder { llvm::Type *buildType(LLVMVisitor *v) {
        return v->getBuilder()->getFloatTy();
    }
    llvm::DIType *buildDebugType(LLVMVisitor *v) {
        auto *module = v->getModule();
        auto &layout = module->getDataLayout();
        auto &db = v->getDebugInfo();
        auto *t = buildType(v);
        return db.builder->createBasicType("float_32", layout.getTypeAllocSizeInBits(t), llvm::dwarf::DW_ATE_float);
    }
}

class Float32 { public:
    CustomType { unique_ptr<TypeBuilder> getBuilder() const {
        return make_unique<Builder>();
    }
}
```

**Figure 10.** (Left) CoLa code (top) and C code (bottom) for horizontal prediction. (Right) A visualization of the data accessed in the reference region for the computation.

```c
int pos_x = pix_a.pos_x;
int pos_y = pix_a.pos_y;
for (i = 0; i < cr_MB_y; i++)
    vline[i] = ref[pos_y++][pos_x];
for (j = 0; j < cr_MB_y; j++) {
    int predictor = vline[j];
    for (i = 0; i < cr_MB_x; i++)
        pred[i][j] = (i <= 0 || i >= cr_MB_x) ? (i < 0) : predictor;
}
```

**Table 4.** CIR structure

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LLVM equivalent</th>
<th>Examples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Node</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Module</td>
<td>Module</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type</td>
<td>IntType, FuncType, RecordType</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Var</td>
<td>AllocInst, Var, Func</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Func</td>
<td>BodiedFunc, LLVMFunc, ExternalFunc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Value</td>
<td>Value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Const</td>
<td>IntConstant, FloatConstant, StringConstant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instr</td>
<td>CallInstr, TernaryInstr, ThrowInstr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flow</td>
<td>IfFlow, WhileFlow, ForFlow</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 11.** (Top) Function-to-coroutine transformer for Codon IR. This transformation is utilized by several of Seq’s pipeline optimizations for bioinformatics and genomics applications. (Bottom) Coroutine scheduler for Seq’s prefetch optimization. A pipeline stage marked with @prefetch is converted to a coroutine by the pass in Figure 7, and this scheduler is used to manage multiple instances of this coroutine, overlapping cache miss latency from one with useful work from another. The scheduler state is passed as pointers (Ptr[int]) and modified by the scheduler, which itself gets inserted in the pipeline. Codon IR’s bidirectionality is used to instantiate the scheduler with concrete argument types when applying the prefetch optimization.
D Codon Extension API

New Python-like DSLs can be authored by creating a Codon DSL plugin and putting it into the Codon search path. A DSL plugin consists of:

- plugin-specific Codon code (which is treated akin to a Python library package), and
- A set of syntactic extensions and compiler passes in C++.

Codon C++ API can be used by including `codon/codon.h`. All API primitives are located within `codon` namespace.

Every Codon plugin derives from a `codon::DSL` class that provides several virtual methods for providing general plugin info, registering Codon IR and LLVM IR passes, and adding new keywords.

Defining new keywords

A Codon DSL can “extend” a Python syntax by adding a new “soft” keyword that can:

1. redefine a simple expression, or
2. redefine a code block.

In Python grammar notation, a keyword `kwd` defines the following grammar blocks that are processed if and only if all other parses fail:

```plaintext
custom_simple_stmt: | 'kwd' expression
custom_block_stmt: | 'kwd' expression? ':' block
```

Such keywords can be registered through overriding `getExpr` Keywords or `getBlockKeywords` methods of `codon::DSL` class that return a C++ vector of plug-in specific keywords together with the associated transformation functions that transform the keyword into a valid Codon statement that can be typechecked.

Adding transformation passes

New Codon IR passes can be made by implementing `codon::ir::transform::Pass` interface that provides stubs to be called upon encountering the specific CIR nodes that all inherit from common CIR classes (see Figure 12) to provide a recipe for their manipulation and transformation into a different set of CIR nodes. Such passes need to be registered with the compiler by overriding `addIRPasses` method of `codon::DSL` class. Note that a pass can load and process new Codon code from a given module, and can instantiate new types and functions through `getOrRealizeFunc`, `getOrRealizeMethod` and `getOrRealizeType` methods in `codon::ir::Module` class. Each of these methods will invoke the typechecker when needed to ensure the soundness of new instantiations.

Similarly, an LLVM pass can be added by defining it through the LLVM API infrastructure and registered by overriding `addLLVMPasses` method of `codon::DSL` class.

```plaintext
class AddFolder : public OperatorPass {
    void handle(CallInstr *v) {
        auto *f = util::getFunc(v->callee);
        if (!f || f->getUnmangledName() != "__add__") return;
        auto *lhs = cast<IntConst>(v->front);
        auto *rhs = cast<IntConst>(v->back);
        if (lhs && rhs) {
            auto sum = lhs->getVal() + rhs->getVal();
            v->replaceAll(v->module()->getInt(sum));
        }
    }
}
```

Figure 12. CIR hierarchy

More details on how to write a CIR pass and how to utilize CIR API efficiently, together with working examples, is available at `https://docs.exaloop.io/codon/advanced/ir`.
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6. While there is no API for extending the typechecker at the moment of writing this manual, we plan to address this issue in the future.